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Large scale outages have occurred worldwide in recent decades with some
impacting 15-25% of a nation’s population. The complexity of blackouts has been
extensively studied but many questions remain. As there are no perfect solutions to
prevent blackouts, usually caused by a complex sequence of cascading events, a number
of different measures need to be undertaken to minimize impact of future disturbances.
Increase in deployment of phasor measurement units (PMUs) across the grid has
given power industry an unprecedented technology to study dynamic behavior of the
system in real time. Integration of large scale synchronized measurements with SCADA
system requires a careful roadmap and methodology. When properly engineered, tested,
and implemented, information extracted from synchrophasor data streams provides realtime observability for transmission system. Synchrophasor data can provide operators
with quick insight into precursors of blackout (e.g., angular divergence) which are
unavailable in traditional SCADA systems.

Current visualization tools and SE functions, supported by SCADA, provide some
basic monitoring. Inaccuracies in measurements and system models, absence of
redundancy in the measured parameters or breaker statuses in most cases, and lack of
synchronization and time resolution in SCADA data result in limited functionality and
precision for a typical EMS required in today’s operating environment of tighter margins
that require more frequent and more precise data. Addition of synchrophasor data,
typically having several orders of magnitude higher temporal resolution, (i.e., 60 to 120
measurements per second as opposed to one measurement every 4 to 8 seconds), can help
detect higher speed phenomena and system oscillations.

Also, time synchronization to

one micro-second allows for accurate comparison of phase angles across the grid and
identification of major disturbances and islanding.
This dissertation proposes a more comprehensive, holistic set of criteria for
optimizing PMU placement with consideration for diverse factors that can influence
PMU siting decision-making process and incorporates several practical implementation
aspects. An innovative approach to interoperability testing is presented and solutions are
offered to address the challenges. The proposed methodology is tested to prove the
concept and address real-life implementation challenges, such as interoperability among
the PMUs located across a large area.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Contributions of this Research
The following new understandings will be contributions resulting from this
dissertation proposal


The analytic hierarchy structure for optimal location of synchronized
measurements based on a set of application requirements



The PMU placement criteria - Structuring a decision problem into a hierarchy
of goals, decision criterion (sub-criterion) and alternatives including more
detailed analysis of applications such as
o Wide-area visualization and advance warning system
o Congestion management and valuation
o System restoration (blackstart)

An innovative methodology and set-up for testing using a comprehensive
approach to PMU system performance evaluation, including :
o

Risk Management Process Overview

o Validating and demonstrating the performance of the analytics related
to the applications.

1



Validation of the overall system performance architecture for a production
grade system, engineered for a disaster recovery environment, while testing
interoperability, demonstrating the visualization, alarming / alerting, and the
means for measuring overall system performance. Systems designed to
perform in a disaster recovery environment, in general, are a host of service
disruptions as a result of any intentional threats or unintended natural calamity
events such as major fires, seismic activities, hurricanes, etc.

In the upcoming chapters, the holistic PMU placement criterion, methodology,
application requirements, volt-angle considerations and types, and test results are
described. Chapter II is the literature review of the notable work previously conducted in
this field. Chapter III covers the comprehensive methodology for PMU Placement
Criterion based on a holistic series of power system applications. Chapter III also
provides risk management strategy for large scale deployment based on evidentury
testimonial submitted before Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). Chapter
IV covers integrated power system network into Energy Management Systems (EMS).
Coherency consideration for a large power system, various instability criteria such as
voltage stability, oscillatory analysis, frequency control, islanding, volt-angle definition
and types, etc. as part of the PMU location consideration are also described. Chapter V
covers an innovative solution to interoperability using the Proof of Concept (POC) test
facility. Results from the detailed studies are validated for reactive margin, boundary
instability, and impact of observability using the POC test facility in Chapter VI. Finally,
Chapter VII will summarize the dissertation and recommend further research in this area.
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The electrical grids are, in general, amongst the most reliable systems worldwide.
These large interconnected systems, however, are subject to a host of challenges – aging
infrastructure, need for siting new generation near load centers, transmission expansion to
meet growing demand, distributed resources, dynamic reactive compensation, congestion
management, grid ownership vs. system operation and reliability coordination, etc. Some
of the major challenges facing the electric industry today include balancing between
resource adequacy, reliability, economics, environmental, and other public purpose
objectives to optimize transmission and distribution resources to meet the growing
demand. There are entities representing the concerns and it is a balancing act to meet
today’s consumer expectations in the changing society.
Power system protection and control (P&C) is an important enabler to meet the
challenges of the electrical grid in the 21st century. Evolutions in protection and
restoration principles for interconnected power grids are made possible by the wide area
measurement systems [1, 2]. Real-time adjustment of protection system’s securitydependability is within reach given the advancements in technology and investments in
communication systems infrastructures.
Accurate modeling of large-scale interconnected power systems provides explicit
and normative explanations and definitions for common information being used amongst
different groups in operation, planning, and protection.
Advanced analysis, and operational tools, as well as, application of technologies
such as synchronized Phasor Measurement Units (PMU) are instrumental in managing
some aspects of daily operations, such as near and long term impact of switching
equipment in and out of system, and are imperative to tackle complex and dynamic
1

power system phenomena (stability detection, reactive power management, load
encroachment, protection equipment failures, etc.) that will continue to affect grid
reliability.
The first step in PMU deployment is a clear roadmap of the process for selecting
the location of the additional PMU devices and establishing guidelines to assist with this
decision-making process. Many of the existing optimal PMU placement approaches are
mainly focused on a particular application (such as improving State Estimation). For
instance, Abur et. al describe the “Optimal Placement of Phasor Measurement Units for
State Estimation” in an October 2005 PSERC report. Similarly, Chakrabarti et. al
provide a methodology for “Optimal Placement of Phasor Measurement Units for Power
System Observability” in the August 2008 IEEE Transaction. The literature review
chapter of this dissertation offers specific references for other possible PMU applications.
This dissertation proposes a more comprehensive blueprint and holistic set of
criteria for optimizing PMU placement based on sound practical solutions. The
methodology offers the flexibility for considering multiple, diverse factors that can
influence the PMU siting decision-making process, including incorporating several
practical implementation aspects (e.g. communications infrastructure, prohibitive
deployment cost, etc.). An innovative approach to interoperability testing is presented
and solutions are offered to address the challenges.
Statement of Research
Investments in the development of a Smart Grid require a clear vision of how to
manage assets, comprehensive knowledge of existing infrastructure, and a welldeveloped strategy and roadmap. The deployment of a large scale synchrophasor
2

measurement system begins with a longer-term vision and the development of a
comprehensive process including system studies, feasibility and gap analyses, economic
evaluation, risk management methodology for the overall solution space, long term
success valuation and metrics, and implementation schedule planning. This dissertation
proposes a new criterion for optimal PMU placement. The methodology offers the
flexibility for considering multiple diverse factors that can influence the PMU location
decision-making process, as well as incorporating several practical implementation
aspects. Impact of observability and impact to real-time operational decisions are
demonstrated for different operating conditions.
A suite of applications including energy management, wide-area visualization and
advance warning systems, system restoration following a major widespread blackout are
part of the criterion. Application needs, reliability requirements, and infrastructure
challenges that drive the overall solution for optimal PMU location selection are
formulated and described with consideration for life cycle support of investment.
Traditional approaches to the PMU location criteria are reviewed. For example,
phase angle limit studies looking at multidimensional relations of different angular
separations and how the angles change in relation to more traditional measurable
parameters including voltage, apparent impedance, power flow transfer schedules, etc. to
identify intra-area and inter-area problems. Several new factors from technical
applications to infrastructure considerations will be presented for a more comprehensive
and practical approach to achieve wide-area observability. For example, result of power
system equipment switching, when the switched component influences the system
impedances within a studied corridor. Another studied case is the observability impact
3

due to loss of a PMU while system impedances are unchanged as compared with the
initial conditions. These cases support the rationale for making more informed decisions
in evaluating overall PMU selection criteria.
Methodology for system restoration (black start) is proposed. Restoration process
simulations results and role of the Synchrophasor (Frequency deviations, Fast trend
analysis, transformer excitation), information useful during restoration and associated
visualization / attributes, and the importance of a coordinated system restoration will be
described.
A new approach to interoperability testing and the requirements for successful
implementation of a production grade systems that can be used for a range of
applications, to improve grid reliability in complex and multifaceted power system
conditions is also proposed. The testing methodology offers a comprehensive approach
to PMU performance evaluation, Phasor data concentrator (PDC) performance, and
interoperability requirements between systems and applications.
This dissertation will assist researchers and practitioners with developing
additional tools to better understand the complex attributes of power system reliability
given the complex interconnected nonlinear dynamical systems described earlier, and
manage coordination of applications such as feedback control schemes using wide area
measurements, and wide-area visualization techniques.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

Synchrophasors provide a new visibility of the power system which is not
currently available with the SCADA systems, opening new opportunities for assessing
the state of power system in real-time to improve system reliability and other aspects of
operation and energy delivery. Managing complexities in power system require more
precise monitoring of the operating states. The deployment of Phasor Measurement
Units (PMU) has made real time wide area surveillance of power system possible [1, 2, 3,
4]. The energy industry is exploring possibilities of corrective actions when system
problem is detected. Critical consideration for power system monitoring is the data
integration and information exchange. The interaction between the various operating
states that are within the security limits and the market operating states needs to also be
better defined. The conversion of phasor data into actionable intelligence without
information overload is a major research area [5, 6, 7].
Investments in the Smart Grid require a wide-ranging knowledge of intended
applications, clear vision to manage assets, comprehensive background on existing
infrastructure, and a well-developed strategy and roadmap. A key component is often the
limited knowledge of the efficiency gained and value over life cycle.
The first step in the deployment investment is a roadmap of the process for
selecting the location of the PMUs and establishing guidelines to assist with this
5

decision-making process. Real-time applications and off-line analysis tools, types and
levels of alarms and measures, and additional factors such as the data storage, expected
reliability of the individual components and the overall system, maintenance practices,
etc. will help lead to the development of a roadmap for engineering an overall solution.
Study of existing methods of PMU placement such as bisecting search and
simulated annealing based method [8], simulated annealing based graph theoretic
approach [9], Integer Programming (IP) approach [10, 13] and exhaustive binary search
method are documented in [11]. Simple heuristics and network connectivity method is
described by Saha Roy, et. al [12].
Many of the optimal PMU placement approaches that have been proposed are
primarily application driven. The methodologies studied have focused on specific sets of
applications most notably, certain aspects of the energy management system for real-time
operation [10-13], and in some cases, the market transactions [14]. Other studies have
focused on applications such as voltage security assessment [15] The studies consider
PMU availability on the system busses as opposed to the actual power system which may
be utilizing line side voltage sources [12, 13]. Line side voltages may not provide a true
bus voltage or voltage angle depending on the components between the line voltages to
the bus; e.g.; a series compensated line. In contrast, when monitoring bus voltage, all the
elements connected to the bus have a common voltage angle when removal (switching
out of service) of one power system element from the bus will not adversely impact the
volt angle. Likewise, shunt elements connected to the bus introduce significant impact to
the voltage angle of the measured parameters when using line side voltages. Some
studies have a conclusion acknowledgment about the need for redundancy or the growing
6

applications of the synchrophasor systems and the impact of such applications
influencing the PMU locations [16]. In addition, the solutions developed for optimal
PMU location can only be validated against a limited number of contingencies, smaller
number of system components and busses, that are within the model.
Ubiquitous placement of phasor measure units in a wide area can be costly and
data intensive. A large scale production level synchrophasor based system needs
comprehensive criteria to support the holistic set of applications in support of the
enterprise. Some of the applications include:


Situational Awareness, Visualization and Alarming for Electric Transmission



Enhanced Energy Management Systems and State Estimation



Post-Disturbance Event Analysis



Security analysis, economic dispatch, and congestion management



Liner and / or Distributed State Estimation



Adaptive protection – Balancing security / dependability



Training Tools such as PMU based Dispatch Training Simulator (DTS)



Cognitive Tasks and Human Performance Analysis



Overall measures and metrics to determine value over life cycle

Other major areas in development for an enterprise solution include disaster
recovery considerations, communication and device health monitoring, cyber security
considerations, etc.
For large scale Synchrophasor systems, the optimal PMU locations would include
seasonal systems studies of complex, non-linear and dynamic aspects of the transmission
systems comprised of large machines, transformers, shunt or series reactors or the diverse
7

topology of a major interconnected power system. In addition, the criteria should
consider the architecture and the infrastructure. The overall goal is to identify optimal
locations for PMU placement that maximizes the benefit across multiple applications for
real-time operation, as well as offering the least-cost solution by leveraging existing and
planned infrastructure upgrades not only across the power company’s footprint, but also
PMU placements in the neighboring systems. To achieve this objective, a methodology
that is based on the ‘Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)’ and the ‘Weighted Average
Criterion’ [44] for prioritizing PMU placement has been proposed. Refer to [17] for
more details and table of studies conducted for a large scale PMU deployment project.
Appropriate measures and valuation tools are also proposed in support of the large scale
roadmaps.
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CHAPTER III
PMU PLACEMENT CONSIDERATIONS - A CRITERIA FOR OPTIMAL PMU
PLACEMENT

Introduction
Deployment of large scale synchrophasor measurement system begins with the
development of a comprehensive process. For large power systems involving several
hundreds of transmission substations stretched across a span of a few thousands of
kilometers and serving millions of customers over 180,000 square kilometers, the
methodology for optimally determining the location of PMU devices should be based on
a specific set of application and business requirements. The PMU siting studies can be
conducted to identify observability locations for applications such as Situational
Awareness, Visualization and Alarming for Operators as well as Post-Disturbance Event
Analysis for Engineers. A completely different set of system studies would be needed for
black start (system restoration) studies or Adaptive Protection studies where system
disturbances from far away locations may appear as a local fault condition to the
protective relays elsewhere in the system.
The recommended methodology in this dissertation considers both system studies
as well as several practical implementation aspects such as infrastructure considerations,
redundancy requirements, ease of maintenance, and overall constraints for a large power
system. Risk management process is also key in terms of the technology deployment as
9

well as the overall solution package. The various criteria utilized in decision making for
placement study results including the risk management criteria are summarized in this
chapter.
Methodology
The overall goal is to identify optimal locations for PMU placement that
maximizes the benefit across multiple applications for real-time operation, as well as
offers the least-cost solution by leveraging existing and planned infrastructure upgrades
not only across the power company’s footprint, but also PMU placements in the
neighboring systems. To achieve this objective, a methodology that is based on the
‘Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)’ and the ‘Weighted Average Criterion’ for
prioritizing PMU placement has been pursued. This systematic approach helps in priority
setting and decision making that decomposes any complex decision problem into a more
easily comprehended sub-problems. The process involves:

10

Figure 1

Analytic Hierarchy Structure for PMU Placement Criteria

1. Structuring a decision problem into a hierarchy of goals, decision criterion
(sub-criterion) and alternatives, Figure 1.
2. For all choices of PMU placement under consideration, a ‘score’ is
assigned to each location based on certain decision criterion such as
applications needs, overall benefits whether regional or within an
identified list of beneficiaries, infrastructure considerations, etc.
3. A ‘Weight’ is assigned to each of the decision criteria. The key to weight
assignment is a set of rules.


In the case of application requirements, the requirements are treated
with a weight scale of 1 initially, and incremented upward based on
11

the overall benefits for the given intended applications. In the case of
observability for example, a PMU on a tie-line has more benefits than
a PMU not on a tie-line for example. Similar analysis can be
performed for PMU locations in close proximity of planned wind
integration.


For the Infrastructure categories, when serving equal purpose, each has
a weight scale of 1 – If availability of PMU data for a given location
benefits the entity deploying the PMU as well as other users for
example, the regional reliability coordinator, then the benefits will
receive an additional weight for a total score of 2). Likewise,
redundancy of the PMUs and/or the availability of already existing
diverse network infrastructure for a particular PMU site make the
implementation more cost effective, therefore, the weight assigned is
2.

4. Prioritization is then based on the weighted sum of values across all
criteria.
In addition to the above steps, the PMU penetration level is impacted by factors
such as types of system studies conducted (e.g. light loading, seasonal, or a maximum
power flow scheduled in the future), the PMU outages for a particular day, or line
contingencies impacting system equivalency, etc.
Placement studies are then used to assign scores based on the applicability of a
particular PMU allocation site to each decision criteria. Once all decision categories are
filled-in, the net weighted score for each PMU site under consideration is computed, and
12

the list of candidate sites are sorted in descending order. The optimal PMU allocation
sites are those with the highest weighted score and the ones towards the top of this sorted
list, Figures 2 and 3 for Application and Infrastructure considerations respectively.

Figure 2

Prioritization Based on Weighted Sum Scoring – Applications

Figure 3

Prioritization Based on Weighted Sum Scoring – Infrastructure
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PMU Placement Decision Criteria
The set of decision criteria utilized in the PMU allocation process are chosen
based on the priorities described in the methodology section. These criterions can
broadly be categorized into ‘Application Requirements’ and ‘Infrastructure
Considerations’.
Application Requirement
The list of functions or applications served by the synchrophasor system will
determine the PMU locations. The usefulness of a PMU at a particular location in
serving an application’s needs is very much application dependent as suggested by the
various studies and analysis that were conducted [8-13], the results of which are
described below.
State Estimation (SE)
The objective of this study is to identify locations where additional observability
via the PMU system would improve the SE solution both in terms of accuracy and
robustness. The analysis is conducted on a state estimator snapshot obtained from the
most current version of the power company’s model, with the following attributes:


Comprised of buses and stations



SCADA injection measurements and flow measurements



Directly interconnected neighboring systems

Based on the size of the model (generally in range of 3000 – 15,000 buses), a set
of ‘SE Metrics’ are used to quantify and prioritize locations where PMU measurements
benefit the SE results. One meaningful indication of the SE function accuracy is the
14

“variance of the SE system state errors”, where the system state (voltages and angles)
errors are defined as:
e x

true

x

estimated

(Eq. 1)

X = Measurement (applies to voltage or angle)
X true = Actual Measurement (applies to voltage or angle)
X estimated = Calculated Measurement (applies to voltage or angle)

The more actual measurements (PMU), the less need for calculated
measurements. Hence, the smaller the variances, of system state errors for voltage and
angle at a given bus and the better the SE solution. The goal would be to identify all
stations above a certain transmission voltage level (e.g. 100kV and above) where the
variances are high, and consequently PMU allocation at these locations would help
reduce the variance.
Additionally, areas with observability problems (i.e. locations with high level of
pseudo-measurements) and critical measurements (i.e. non-redundant measurements) are
also selected. The “residual sensitivity matrix” is utilized to identify critical
measurements, and the allocation of PMUs at these locations would then increase the
local redundancy and reduce the number of critical measurements. The sensitivity is
determined based on the application, infrastructure, and planned architecture. When the
application is deemed critical, is planned for redundancy (meets overall technical and
diverse infrastructure requirements), then the residual sensitivity matrix gives an
additional weight to PMU location.
The expected benefits from PMU placement at the suggested locations from this
study should be:
15



Increase in the number of valid SE solutions



Reduction in the number of critical measurements.



Improvement in the SE accuracy (i.e. reduction in the “variance of state”).



Improved SE performance (i.e. reduction in the SE factorization times).
State Estimation (SE)

This criterion includes the allocation of PMUs to ensure adequate monitoring
capabilities of angular separation as well as the power flows on each of the transmission
lines that constitute the major transmission paths.


Critical Intertie Paths



Critical Internal Paths



Other tie-lines linking the power grid to neighboring systems

Some of the envisioned benefits from PMU installations at these locations include
the ability to monitor both static and dynamic stresses observable in the MW/MVAR
flows and the angular-separation across these corridors, and early detection of weakening
grid conditions (such as line trips and associated impedance changes) and potential
instabilities based on known historical separations when applicable.
Local and Inter-Area Oscillation
Low-frequency electromechanical oscillations in an interconnected grid may be
known to exist. While these oscillations are typically well damped and therefore
harmless, there is always the danger of the oscillations gradually becoming unstable with
increased loading (i.e., small-signal instability phenomenon), or the possibility whereby
severe faults can create steadily growing oscillations that may lead to partial or total
16

power system breakdown [18]. Similarly, local oscillations at individual generators, if
not properly identified and controlled, can lead to permanent damage of expensive power
system equipment (such as rotor shafts). The high temporal resolution PMU
measurements are capable of observing power system dynamics and characterizing the
stability of such low-frequency oscillations in real time.
The goal of this set of studies would be to utilize the model-based approach of
performing an Eigen value analysis on the dynamic model to extract the local and interarea modal characteristics (i.e. modal oscillatory frequency, damping levels, and mode
shape information). The immediate advantage of this model-based approach is that it
provides both modal observability and controllability information, even at locations
where measurements may not be available, and therefore can recommend new PMU
locations so that grid oscillation modes can be better detected and controlled. The results
from some of the model-based studies are covered in later chapters focusing on impact of
observability and the PMU penetration level impact.
Both inter-area and local oscillatory modes need to be studied. Also, for each of
the modes, the following information is recommended to be studied:


Mode Frequency (Hz): The natural frequency of the electromechanical
oscillation (Note: Modes within the 0.1Hz and 1Hz range are typically ‘interarea’ modes, while modes within the 1Hz and 3Hz range are ‘local’ modes).



Mode Damping (%): It characterizes the rate-of-decay of the oscillations –
the lower the damping levels, the closer the power system is to dynamic
instability.
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Mode Shape: This provides the relative observability of a mode at each
generation station (Note: The locations with high observability are places
where PMUs should be allocated to detect this mode).



Mode Participation Factor: This characterizes the controllability of a
particular mode’s behavior at each generation location (Note: The locations
with high controllability are places where PMUs should be allocated for
implementing control schemes to dampen out the mode).

Refer to [17] for more details and table of studies conducted for a large scale
PMU deployment project.
Major Generation and Load
A set of general rules can be applied for selecting generation sites with significant
value for PMU consideration. The combined generation is often considered as the initial
site for study. In many cases, transmission outlet is monitored for the overall
effectiveness, ease of implementation in existing sites, availability of network and other
infrastructure related reasons. For example, generation facilities with a combined
capacity of 1000MW or above, or single generating units with capacity greater than
500MW are selected as the sites for PMU placement under the criterion. Similarly,
stations feeding major load centers are studied as candidates for PMU installation.
The expected benefits from the PMU allocations include the ability to monitor the
performance of Power System Stabilizers (PSS) and other controls at the major
generation stations [20], as well as assessing the load response characteristics such as
Fault Induced Delayed Voltage Recovery (FIDVR) which is typically associated with
highly concentrated induction-motor loads (e.g., air-conditioning load without
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compressor undervoltage protection), which results in depressed voltages for several
seconds following a fault in the system [25]. It is important that such characteristics be
represented properly in simulation programs. The ability to capture high-resolution data
will be very valuable in calibrating the generator and load model parameters and keeping
planning models up-to-date.
Other Critical Substation Locations
This criterion covers all stations that are of special importance for one of the
following reasons:


Renewable Integration: This includes stations that are interconnection points
for a group of variable generation (e.g. feeders to large wind farms). PMU
placement at these locations is expected to be useful in tracking the output of
these intermittent resources and determining their response characteristics
(low voltage ride through capability, local oscillations, frequency response
characteristics, etc.).



Islanding, Separation & Restoration: These include interfaces at known
separation points as well as locations with black-start generation capabilities.
The expected benefits from PMU installations at these locations include early
detection of islanding conditions, assistance with the restoration process, and
resynchronization back into the main grid.



Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS) Controls: These are stations
with controllable devices such as HVDC and Static VAR Compensator SVC
controls [20]. PMUs at these locations in the short-term shall provide
valuable measurements to evaluate the controller performance, and in the
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future could be utilized in feedback control schemes that dampen inter-area
oscillations or regulate voltage.


Adaptive Protection: Conventional equipment protection systems (e.g. line,
transformer, etc.) are designed to maintain the protected equipment and in
general rely on local measurements. The PMU information from properly
monitored location on the power system can provide an additional piece of
supervisory information from outside of the local protected zone of coverage
for improved grid reliability during major disturbances. A series of system
studies with multiple contingency analyses are required as the initial condition
for identifying locations for the PMUs. Refer to the [22] for more information
about the concept of adaptive protection, the levels of reliability in
measurements, and the experimental tests conducted.

Infrastructure Considerations
In addition to the application needs, it is equally important that several
infrastructure considerations (e.g., communications availability, redundancy) are also
taken into account during the PMU placement decision-making process. It’s very
possible that while a particular location may be highly desirable from an application’s
perspective, however, the lack of required infrastructure to communicate these
measurements to the control center make it cost prohibitive. The key infrastructure
factors recommended for consideration in the PMU allocation process are summarized
below, also refer to Figure 3 in Chapter III.
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PMU Ready Equipment (Devices & Infrastructure)
This includes locations where PMU capable devices either already exist in which
case acquiring synchrophasor capability at these locations would only entail firmware
upgrades or replacing the device, or stations that are already part of the Wide Area
Network (WAN) and Operation Data Network (ODN) in which case there is adequate
bandwidth and/or the desired redundancy to stream the PMU measurements in real-time
to the control center. Use of the existing overall infrastructure (communication, network,
and hardware) where possible, makes the task for equipment monitoring, and life cycle
maintenance simpler and based on already established processes. Since PMU installation
and networking costs far exceed the cost of the PMU device itself, such sites are highly
desirable from the overall cost standpoint.
Sites Ready for Upgrade – E.g. Regulatory Requirements Sites
Local or national regulatory bodies may have requirements for continuous
Disturbance Monitoring and Synchronized Reporting Requirements (real-time and
Sequence of Events) to ensure that Transmission Owner collect adequate data needed to
facilitate analysis of disturbances. For example:


Stations that contain any combination of three or more transmission lines
operated at a certain voltage level (e.g. 200kV) or above and transformers
having primary and secondary voltage ratings of 200kV or above.



Stations that are connected to generating plant with a specific MVA
nameplate rating (e.g. 500 MVA for a single unit), or through a generator
step-up unit GSU to a generating plant with an aggregate plant total nameplate
capacity (e,g. 1500 MVA) or higher through generating Step-up transformer
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GSU). Hence, installing PMU at those locations would automatically provide
with PMU functionality at no additional cost.
On Critical Cyber Asset (CCA) List
PMUs cyber security compliance is a major concern. Locations that have already
been identified as critical cyber assets [27], and thus have (or shall have) the required
security practices in place to meet the standards, would also be a preferred PMU
allocation location from an infrastructural point-of-view.
Optimal PMU Placement Results
The ‘Weighted Average Criterion’ is applied to the PMU placement utilizing the
various application and infrastructure criteria discussed in the previous sections. For all
these potential PMU allocation sites, the net weighted score are computed. Then, based
on the overall project business plans (funding available and timeline for initial operation)
a cutoff point is determined. Those locations with the highest scores are selected as the
sites for PMU placement. The results of this exercise are described in the Methodology
section and shown in Figures 2 and 3.
Risk Management for Production System Deployment
The methodology for a production-level system deployment should include a risk
management strategy. A systematic engineering and technology deployment approach in
logical stages. Figure 3 is a simplified process flow requirements demonstrating the
interdependency between compliance and risk management. This process is one of the
tools that can be used to make sure the overall solution is most comprehensive approach.
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CHAPTER IV
INTEGRATED PHASOR MEASUREMENT NETWORK SUBSYSTEM AND
ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The PMUs enable synchronized readings of voltages and currents across the
power system at very high rates which enables a more accurate state estimation solution
and also provides means for real-time displays. The fast execution cycle makes it
possible to execute the state estimation algorithm in the same platforms as the
communication software. The research is experimenting with the execution of state
estimation at the substation level, the communication level, as well as the EMS level.
The results of the state estimator can provide the basis for other functions such as voltage
stability, oscillatory analysis, frequency control, islanding analysis, etc. Voltage stability
can be executed using the phasor measurement directly with parameter estimation of the
equivalent network, with an equivalent Thévenin network provided by the measurements
into the analysis programs, or as an add on to the EMS contingency analysis suite.
For the purpose of validating the analytics within the intent of this dissertation,
the PMU based RTDS model is used for validation of the following:
1. Voltage Angle Visualization
2. Distributed State Estimation
3. Reactive Power Margin Determination – See Appendix A for defnition
4. Impact of observability for normal switching power system equipment
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5. Impact of observability as a result of missing some PMU measurements
6. Impact of delayed fault clearing on system behavior
Visualization – Coherency within a monitored system
Figures 5 and 6 show sample displays from the POC. Figure 5 shows a high-level
view of a group of generators and systems that are coherently swinging in relative unison
with each other. Notice the relative flow directions (green arrows) within each of the
coherent groups. Figure 6 shows the view the northern and central systems swing
together, while the southern systems form their own coherent group.

Figure 5

Relative Flow Directions in a partitioned systems
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Figure 6

Relative Flow Directions With Northern, Central and Southern Boundries

The angles in the center high level of Figure 6 are relative angles between the
boundaries. Figure 6 shows that in a power system emergency requiring action, the
south-central boundary is a natural cut set to consider for partitioning the grid without
loss of synchronism. More detailed information about relative volt angles is provided in
the Voltage Angle Visualization section in the next section.
Figure 7 shows a wide area view of voltage violations; part (a) shows the predisturbance, normal voltage conditions, and part (b) shows the post-disturbance voltage
violation regions. Figure 7 is generated by use of the RTDS model (Appendix B) and
creating voltage violations (via switching equipment off-line) with the area monitored by
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the PMUs (virtual and physical devices) streaming values into the aggregate PDC and
then into a SuperPDC. Several components are switched off to generate abnormal
voltage conditions.

Figure 7

Wide Area View of Voltage Violations in a Simulated Power Systems
Using RTDS Model

Red and yellow denote low voltages and blue denotes high voltages
Figure 8 is a single line representation of the power system (modeled in RTDS) as
viewed from the EMS screen. Also, represented in the center of the image is the relative
angle between two user selected areas. The EMS screen is a typical view of wide-area
monitoring used in real-time operation.
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Figure 8

EMS View

Single Line Representation of the Power System and Voltage Violation Simulations
Voltage Angle Visualization
Background
In AC power systems, voltage angles govern the flow of power through the
electrical system. In particular, power flows on transmission system from locations with
large voltage angles to those with smaller voltage angles. The ability to visualize these
voltage angles, therefore, is valuable information for real-time operations.
Voltage angles are commonly viewed and understood in one of the following
ways:


As “Relative Voltage Angles” with respect to common “Reference”.



As “Voltage Angle Differences” between a pair of nodes in system.



As “Voltage Rate-of-Change” to detect sudden disturbances in the system.
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Relative Voltage Angles
The ‘Relative Voltage Angles’ are computed at all locations as a difference
between the measured voltage angle (from the PMU) at each of those locations, and the
voltage angle at measured at a common “reference” bus, i.e.
,

(Eq. 2)

where:
: measured voltage angle (from a PMU) at Location ‘A’.
: measured voltage angle (from a PMU) at chosen common ‘Reference’
bus.
: computed ‘Relative’ voltage angle at Location ‘A’ with-respect-to the
chosen ‘Reference’.
Benefits: The main benefit of visualizing Relative Voltage Angle profiles are to
quickly identify the major “Sources” (i.e. large voltage angles) and
“Sinks” (i.e. small voltage angles) of power across the grid.
Limitations: The major limitation of Relative Voltage Angles is that they are
dependent on a common reference choice, which means:


Requires prior knowledge of the ‘Reference’ choice.



If the reference angle measurement is unavailable, the relative angles cannot
be computed (i.e. unavailable) unless a different reference selection is made.



If the reference selection changes, the relative angles are impacted by that
change and their values change.
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Voltage Angle Differences
The ‘Voltage Angle Difference’ is computed as difference in the voltage angle
between two locations: typically between the “source” and “sink” areas of the system, or
across a known corridor or interface (Note: The two locations don’t necessarily have to
be at the two ends of a transmission line).
,

(Eq. 3)

where
: measured voltage angle (from a PMU) at Location ‘A’
: measured voltage angle (from a PMU) at Location ‘B’
: computed ‘Angle Difference’ between Location ‘A’ and Location ‘B’.
Benefits:

The key benefits of Angle Differences include:


To quickly identify the stress across known Corridors (e.g.
California-Oregon Intertie, or Georgia-Florida), or important
‘Source’ and ‘Sink’ regions (e.g. Pacific NW and California).



Do not depend on a ‘Reference’ selection (the ‘Angle Difference’
does not change when the Reference changes).



Ability to specify ‘Alert’ and ‘Alarm’ limits on large ‘Angle
Differences’.

Limitations: Requires knowledge of the Corridors or Source/Sink regions in the
grid.
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Voltage Angle Rate-of-Change
The ‘Voltage Angle Rate-of-Change’ is computed as change in voltage angle over
a user-defined time period (e.g. 1 second). Since this represents relatively fast changing
angles in time (e.g. pre- and post-event angle change during a disturbance), the absolute
angle values themselves are less significant, and therefore the reference choice becomes
unimportant.
Benefits:

The main benefits of Voltage Angle Rate-of-Change include:


Quick detection of a disturbance in the system (e.g. line trip or gen.
loss)



Approximate the location of the event (PMU with largest rate-ofchange is closest to the event)



Ability to specify ‘Alert’ and ‘Alarm’ limits on large ‘Angle Rateof-Change’

Limitations: None.
Visualization & Alarming
Condition 1: ONLY DISPLAY and NO ALARMING on ‘Relative Voltage Angles’
(with-respect to a user-defined ‘Reference’)

Figure 9

Relative Angle Representation

At each location, the "Relative Angle" is shown as a needle, Figure 9
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Any alarm on Voltage angles can be selected to ‘Voltage Angle Differences’
and ‘Voltage Angle Rate of Change’ as shown in the figure 10.

Figure 10

Sample Display ‘Voltage Angle Differences’ and ‘Voltage Rate-ofChange’

The ‘Voltage Angle Difference’ pairs can be created dynamically based on user
selection, and the user has the option of entering one set of alarm limits - when the value
of the angle difference violates this limit, there is a change in the pie-chart color.
The “Voltage Rate-of-Change” parameters should include (1) alert and alarm
thresholds on rate-of-change (in degrees or radians), and (2) a user-defined time window
(e.g. in increments of 0.01 seconds) over which this rate-of-change is computed.
Pros


The ‘Relative Voltage Angle’ profiles across the entire grid could vary
significantly under different conditions (heavy/light loading condition, line
outages, etc). Furthermore, alarming on ‘Relative Voltage Angles’ at
locations that weakly connected (electrically) to the reference location have
little meaning.
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Simply alarming on ‘Relative Voltage Angles’ may not be adequate for
monitoring stress across critical corridors or between key source and sink
regions. For example, if the ‘Reference’ is chosen to be a location in the
Southwestern part of the system, then while ‘Relative Voltage Angles’ may be
able to monitor stress levels across the North-South regions or SoutheastSouthwest stress, they won’t be able be capable of monitoring stress across
the Northeast-Northwest regions (i.e. the Reference location is not part of
either region). In such cases, ‘Voltage Angle Difference’ between the
Northeast-Northwest regions will be required.



Limiting the alarms to key ‘Angle Difference’ helps focus the alarming
function to key congestion paths or known sources and sink regions.



Alarming on ‘Voltage Angle Rate-of-Change’ help detect disturbances as well
as identify locations where the disturbance occurred.



During an islanding condition, the free rotation of ‘Relative Voltage Angles’
within the unsynchronized portion of the grid can be used to visualize the
boundaries of the regions that have lost synchronism.
Cons



No ALERTS/ALARMS can be set-up on ‘Relative Voltage Angles’.
Different power system switching, contingency, or natural changes in the
system over life cycle can cause alarming on relative voltage angle.
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Condition 2: Both Display and Alarming on ‘Relative Voltage Angles’ (with-respect
to a user-defined ‘Reference’)
Description
The ‘Relative Voltage Angle’ shown as a hollow pie-chart where the color of the
pie-segment represents different states of alarm (alert/alarm). For example, one may
choose Green-NORMAL, Yellow-ALERT or Red-ALARM for visual impact, Figure 11.

Figure 11

Relative Voltage Angle Representation

Pros


Both the ‘Relative Voltage Angle’ Visualization and Alarming within one
display element.

Cons
Some of the challenges identified with this approach are the following:


Alarm limits will need to be specified for all ‘Relative Voltage Angle’ - Need
to compute these for every PMU location.



When reference angle changes, these alarm limits will need to be recomputed
and updated.
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If there is a disturbance, there is the danger of generating multiple
Alerts/Alarms during the transition period until the ‘Relative Voltage Angles’
settle back to normal steady-state conditions.



During an islanding condition, the free rotation of ‘Relative Voltage Angles’
at all locations within the unsynchronized portion will continually generate
multiple alarms until resynchronization occurs.



Two definitions are observed.



Angle Difference: Difference between any two points on the system



Relative Angle: Angle at any point on the system relative to a system-wide
common point of reference.

It is also important to differentiate when line voltages (as opposed to bus
voltages) are used with the PMU particulary, when phase angles are compared with
calculated PMUs. The EMS is using references to bus voltage. Hence, important to have
accurate models. Also, when a line is not in service, angle differences would require use
of alternate PMUs.
Angle Difference and Relative Angle:


Alarms - Generated based on relative angles



Alarms - Generated based on the Angle Differences. The setting levels should
be for Alert indicating approach to Angle Difference set point, and “Alarm”
indicating danger.
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Rate of Change of Angle:
The rate of change of angle over time “alarm on” (/t) is useful when
monitoring is based on a relatively fast angle change, and may appear as an oscillating
angle or a decaying angle between two points in the system. The alarm parameters could
include:
The magnitude of the angle change over time. This function is more than a simple
‘/t’. In particular:


The time period over which this change is computed should be userconfigurable, so that alarms different alarms (attributes) can be configured for
different phenomenon, with each phenomenon having different timescales
(e.g. generation loss, line trip, electromechanical oscillations, etc.).



To be able to track different issues observed by that very same measurement,
one may configure multiple 'time periods' over which the 'Rate-of-Change' is
computed.

Additional Considerations:
There is also a need for reference during islanded power system for operation and
restoration purposes. Tools need to provide island identification based on PMUs and
showing island boundaries, with a selected a point of reference for the phase angle within
the island, and of tracking frequency and absolute phase angle within each island based
on PMU data (catching out of step issues, etc.).
1. Alarms: based on Angle Differences
2. Visualization: selectable reference for relative angles.
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Summary Voltage Angle Visualization


In summary, the EMS features should be available:



Relative angle visualization



Actual phase angle difference alarm and dials (visualization)



Alarms on rate-of-change of phase angle.
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CHAPTER V
PROOF OF CONCEPT (POC) TEST FACILITY

To deploy a practical synchrophasor system, several factors have to be
considered. A synchrophasor system consists of a number of elements, including
measurement devices known as Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs), data processing and
alignment devices referred to as Phasor Data Concentrators (PDCs), various
telecommunication devices including routers and switches, telecommunication
infrastructure usually spanning over several hundreds of miles, and intelligent functions
and software applications running on various computers and processors throughout the
synchrophasor system. A production grade synchrophasor system’s design and
architecture need to satisfy a number of key requirements including cyber security, lowlatency, large data throughput (bandwidth), high availability and reliability, and
maintainability. Also, consistency amongst all measurements and interoperability among
devices used are critical for the functions deployed in a wide area system. Accordingly,
ensuring accuracy of measurement devices and conformance to requirements is
paramount for a well-functioning and sustainable system.
Preparation for large scale deployment is best served by establishing a Proof of
Concept (POC) test facility. The POC provides an environment for testing the
components, validating interoperability, and various applications and is a vital step
towards accelerating the deployment of a production grade power grid monitoring system
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incorporating the latest synchrophasor technology. In addition to fostering an
environment for creativity and developing applications, the POC facilities also play a role
in managing the risk of stranded assets in an environment where technology and
standards are evolving constantly.
The POC can serve multiple purposes and accelerate the modernization of electric
transmission functions. Examples include facilitation of development of implementation
standards, setting of point templates, and debugging of the platform. The POC can also
serve as a training facility for grid operators similar to flight simulators for pilots and
astronauts. The POC facilities are often engineered to act as a small scale replica of the
power system. Figure 12 shows an overview example of a typical POC facility with
redundant architecture. The POC example in Figure 4 consists of PMU’s provided by
multiple manufacturers and fault recorders capable of generating and streaming
synchrophasor measurement. Also reflected in the diagram are the IEEE 1588 time
synchronization, the IRIG-B clock and methods for signal impairment. The POC
facilities streamline implementation of system-wide synchrophasor-based monitoring and
advance warning systems that will significantly enhance existing grid monitoring
capabilities and improve grid efficiency, reliability and security.
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Figure 12

Proof of Concept Overview

Figure 13 is a single line representation of a typical three-phase system that can be
used for testing at the POC facility – For the purpose of this dissertation proposal, details
of the model are described below. Since the emphasis of the dissertation is the
Synchrophasor validation, the detailed model or the results from the model verification
are presented in brief – Appendix “B” shows a portion of the detailed work
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Figure 13

Single Line Diagram of a Transmission system with equivalent source
impedances and Series and Shunt Elements

The model used for the tests is a detailed three-phase system using frequency
dependent network equivalent system on the Manitoba HVDC Program (PSCAD). For
lines greater than 10 miles, Pi (π) model was used. Lines, or line sections, shorter than 10
miles are modeled as “τ”. Line transpositions have been modeled where applicable. The
data used for various components (e.g.: transformers, series capacitors, and shunt
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reactors) of the model have been obtained from Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (PG&E).
The model has been validated by different methods namely: (1) actual events such as
faults with known fault information (location and fault impedance) and (2) short circuit
program. The initial conditions have been set-up based on the disturbance recorder prefault data, and then simulation results were compared with the captured events. The
results have then been compared with short circuit program (2) for an additional
validation.
Once the PSCAD model is verified, it is then transferred into the Real-time digital
simulator (RTDS) – The RTDS is used for a variety of tests including multiple analytics
where RTDS can provide some measure for evaluation. Considering that the actual
power system is much larger than a typical RTDS model, in some applications, the RTDS
results can be used only to demonstrate patterns of behavior. Depending on the size of
the power system, the RTDS model may include equivalent sources as opposed to the
specific details. Therefore, results from RTDS tests may be a tool to demonstrate system
behaviors and patterns for system performance, as opposed to actual system parameters.
For example, when comparing results from RTDS against load flow program for a
normal equipment switching or for dynamic system behavior in a particular corridor
under study, the RTDS model can be used to demonstrate the system behavior in terms of
voltage and flow performance or the reactive margins. However, the actual values for the
particular simulation should be looked at from the dynamic model provided by the load
flow program. Some comparisons are provided as part of the proof of concept results in
Chapter VI. Chapter 6 covers results from the RTDS simultaion with some examples of
system instability and reactive voltage margin computation, and compares the results
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with the load flow program. For these examples, pattern comparison is more valuable as
opposed to the reactive margin values based on earlier description of RTDS model vs. a
larger scale load flow program.
The POC test facility helps in validating synchrophasor system interoperability
and functional performance. By engineering, testing and demonstrating a production
grade system at the POC, the overall solution will be tested. For example,
interoperability issues amongst various products and applications that need to comply
with evolving industry standards are tested. The POC facility needs to be flexible to
allow compatibility and interoperability testing against industry standards such as the
IEEE C 37.118 -1 and -2, IEEE C 37.238, the IEC 61850-90-5, and the on-going efforts
in IEEE PDC guide in parallel with the production deployment efforts. The lessons
learned from the POC facility can then be shared with the appropriate industry and
government entities to inform the development of best practices for enhancing grid
situational awareness. The POC facility is also used for demonstrating power system
performance. For example, comparing results from the load flow studies for validation of
observability and the reactive power margin evaluations. Reactive power margin is
described in more details in the following chapters. As descried earlier, when comparing
load flow model with RTDS results, the patterns are of more interest than the actual
values. Most often, the RTDS models are smaller representations of the actual power
system.
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The POC can also be used as the training ground for operators and dispatchers
learning to work with this advanced new technology.
The testing at typical POC facilities can further advance the applications of the
PMU by:


Identifying the need for more comprehensive standards for PMUs and PDCs.
These findings have been coordinated with the appropriate industry liaisons
for timely inclusion in industry standards. As a result, the standards are being
balloted to ensure enhanced robustness and precision for interoperability and
compatibility.



Identifying field equipment and network compatibility issues that impact time
synchronization



Performing precision time testing and performance compatibility for IEEE
1588 and IRIG-B (both telecommunication and power profiles) requirements
in a multi-facility (substation) environment.



Conducting cognitive task analysis using operator use-cases to ensure that
synchrophasors provide operators with only the most actionable information.



Preliminary validation and correction of field measurements using
synchrophasor applications



Establishing a hands-on training and learning environment for diverse groups
of users, technical staff and management executives.



Developing a framework for preparation of “Set points”, templates, training
modules, etc.
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Providing grid operators, engineering and operational staff early exposure to
EMS visualization tools and an opportunity to recommend system
enhancements.



Helping vendors gain a better understanding of the anticipated system
performance of a fully-integrated product.

Tests conducted at the POC facility may include:


Some of the basic tests such as individual PMU performance



Interoperability tests between various PMU devices as well as interoperability
with Phasor Data Concentrator (PGC)



Network testing such as TCP and UDP



Clock performance (IRIG-B and IEEE 238)



Network impairment and impact on PDC performance



Network impairment and impact on overall system performance



Impacts of interpolation and extrapolation on analytics and visualizations



Analytics associated with the integrated phasor management subsystems and
EMS

Some of the tests are more application related, e.g. interoperability tests or the
IEEE-238 compatibility and conformance tests. Other types of tests have more academic
contribution and lay the foundation and industry roadmaps for future work. In addition,
topics such as cyber security considerations deserve a considerable amount of research
and touch on broader aspects than power systems. Results from collaborative tests on
cyber security are summarized in references [28-31]. Results from the key power system
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related topics such as modeling and validation, volt-angle balancing and alerting, and
reactive margin computations, are covered in the following section.
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CHAPTER VI
RESULTS FOR OBSERVABILITY – REACTIVE POWER MARGINS AND
VOLTAGE INSTABILITY

Figure 14 is a single line representation of the area under study – The source for
the data and development of the detailed model have been described in earlier chapters.
A simplified power system around stations “C” and “G” with equivalent sources at
Stations “D”, “E”, and “F” are shown. The specific corridor considered to summarize
results from observability is between stations “C” and “G”.
The main idea of the corridor is to use measurements at the both ends of the
transmission corridor and use only one set of these measurements to identify the
equivalent parameters. The real transmission corridor is replaced in this approach by a
virtual corridor as illustrated in Figure 15.
To study the impact of observability with PMU, simple switching steps are
created using the RTDS – For instance, line outages are created, or a PMU is
disconnected from a particular location – The data from the available PMUs within the
corridor are then collected from the PDC in CSV format. The data is then imported into
an algorthem [26], and results are presented in plot formats reflecting the reactive
margins.
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Figure 14

Part of RTDS System Used for Corridors in Voltage Instability

Purpose of initial simulations (both in RTDS and Positive Sequence Load Flow
software (PSLF) is to validate accuracy of the RTDS for switching phenomenon, and also
validate the accuracy of the existing algorithm in processing data obtained from RTDS
and PSLF. The concept of extending the algorithm in order to take advantage of other
PMU measurements present around sending and receiving ends of a corridor. The
extension is realized through additional step (iterations) in processing PMU
measurements. The step consists of computing equivalent of the corridor followed by a
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second step to compute a new or “final” equivalent by superimposing the equivalent of
the adjacent corridor (using net injection for the end as equivalent load). The results are
illustrated in Figure 16 for the corridor between stations “C” and “G”. Figure 15
represents the same corridor presented in a simplified single line.
The impact of observability is examined for three conditions:
1. Switching a line outside of the corridor under study. PMU measurements
collected are from two ends of each line section within the corridor – Total
of 6 PMUs (three from line terminals on station “C” and three from station
“G”.
2. Switching a line within the corridor – Note: System impedances change
and also possibility of losing a measurement within the corridor
3. Removal of one PMU with no line switching. In Figure 15, the Corridor
AB is under observability study for reactive margin calculations. Multiple
senarios are studies including the condition with one measurement within
the corridor unavailable (out of service or lost data).
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Figure 15

Simplified Diagram for Identifying Impact of Observability With One
Measurement (PMU) Insider The Corridor Out of Service

Reactive margin results are presented in Figure 16. The results are improved in
terms of more accurate margin computation and elimination of random changes due to
additional processing step.
Figure 16 shows the Reactive Margin Computation and Observability - Time
evolutions of margins for different PMUs available.
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Figure 16

Reactive Power Margin Computed From Corridor Measurements for
Corridor AB @ B in Figure 15.

Legend: Red – Three sets of PMU pairs (three from Station “C”, three from
Station “G”), Black – Addition of two measurements outside of the corridor near Station
“C” – Results obtained from second iteration, Blue - Unavailability of one measurement
(PMU) within the corridor.
Further work will help assess this extension on other cases through case studies
and simulations. Referring to Figure 15 corridor “AB”, a situation when the PMU
external to the corridor from the station “B” is used. This situation may occur in a nonredundant architecture, or when the measurement from a PMU is not available. The
reactive margin calculations, and the subsequent plots, need to verify whether the
substituted measurement(s) provides similar level of observability expected as the
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missing measurement. In Figure 16, the values are first calculated with the
measurements from the corridor (total of 3 measrements from station “A” and three
measurements from station “B”). Reactive margings are then referred to station B with
three PMUs. Similar calculations are conducted with use of the additional two available
measurements immediately outside of corridor “AB”, north of station “B”. This
computation requires second iteration calculations of system impedances, as
measurements from “B” are outside of the “AB” corridor. The results show that more
accurate reactive margins with the additional two measurements. Figure 16 also shows
when a PMU is not available from within the corridor, a PMU from the adjacent corridor
(north of station “B”) can replace the measurement for purpose of observabiliy for the
specific example and model used (blue line is between the red and black lines).
Emerging hardware and software technologies will benefit the electric utility
industry by making transmission and distribution operations more efficient, reducing the
probability of blackouts and brownouts and giving power suppliers the option of
deferring costly new construction.
This burst of innovation is partly driven by funding for smart grid programs, and
the benefits can be seen today. Technology advances such as synchrophasors and
enhanced Energy Management Systems (EMS) will improve operation of the existing
grid infrastructure and, in some cases, relieve financial pressure on utilities facing
expensive investments in new transmission capacity. The benefits to grid operators
include improved utilization of existing transmission grid assets and greater confidence in
implementing timely decisions to protect grid integrity.
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The role of data integration and information exchange in the future generation of
the control paradigm used by energy management systems, independent system operators
and regional transmission organizations will have to be explored as the enabling
information technology becomes readily available.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Investments in the development of Smart Grid require a clear vision of how to
manage assets, comprehensive knowledge of existing infrastructure, and a welldeveloped strategy and roadmap. As described in this dissertation, the deployment of a
large scale synchrophasor measurement system begins with a longer-term vision and a
comprehensive process including system studies, economic evaluation, gap analyses, risk
management methodology for the overall solution space, long term success suatainability
process, valuation and metrics, and implementation schedule planning.
One key step in the synchrophasor technology deployment is optimal PMU
placement. A new methodology for optimal placement describes holistic criteria that
consider multiple diverse factors that influence the PMU location decision-making
process, as well as enable incorporating several practical implementation aspects. A suite
of applications including energy management, wide-area visualization and advance
warning systems, system restoration following a major widespread blackout,
considerations for adaptive protection are part of the criterion. Key requirements for life
cycle support of investment are application needs, reliability requirements, and
infrastructure challenges that drive the overall solution for optimal PMU location
selection. Several new factors from technical applications to infrastructure considerations
are presented for a more comprehensive and practical approach to achieve wide-area
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observability. Clear defnitions for real-time volt-angle visualization and alarming are
described. Furthermore, tying this new methodology to traditional approaches helps with
the deployment transition. For example, phase angle limits, looking at multidimensional
relations of different angular separations and angles change, are studied in relation to
more traditional measurable parameters including voltage, apparent impedance, power
flow transfer schedules, etc. to identify intra-area and inter-area problems. This flexible
approach is required to achieve the required observability targets and support making
real-time operational decisions for various applications and operating conditions.
A new methodology for system restoration (black start) benefits from the use of
synchrophasor (frequency deviations, fast trend analysis, transformer excitation),
providing useful information and associated visualization. This approach enables a
coordinated system restoration, speeding up the process.
As synchrophasor technology and standards continue to evolve (e.g. IEC 61850;
IEC 37-118; cyber security), successful implementation of a production grade system
requires an innovative approach to performance and interoperability testing.
Interconnected power systems and complex nature of today’s grid operation and system
reliability considerations require more integrated testbeds than traditional descrete testing
methods. The technology is used for a range of applications with stringent and varied
requirements in order to improve grid reliability in complex and multifaceted power
system conditions. The comprehensive methodology to testing equipment (PMU, Phasor
data concentrator (PDC)) and system interoperability helps in achieving high reliability
and availability, system expandability, flexibility and adaptability is designed and
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implemented in the unique Proof-of-Concept test facility. This methodology helped with
standard development and serves as blueprint for the whole industry.
Furthermore, maturity of the overall solution, development of training tools for
the various components of the deployment program significantly benefit from simulation
room and hands-on deck simulating environments and offer unique opportunity for the
success of the Smart Grid solution.
The synchrophasor technology benefits from using the same infrastructure for
variety of applications. As the technology is still at the beginning of the wide-scale
deployment and full realization of benefits, there is need for future research to improve
existing and develop new applications. Some of the future steps that are part of the longterm synchrophasor research and deployment roadmap include:


Research coordination of applications such as feedback control schemes using
wide area measurements, and wide-area visualization techniques.



Methodologies and tools for fully deployed state measurements, replacing
state estimation.



New methodologies for real-time voltage and angular stability management.



Monitoring the diverging angle differences that may lead to blackout



Valuation measures such as Volt / VAR Optimization. Metrics Improvements
in Voltage deviations due to optimization - Capture Performance index
differences, largest voltage differences, largest flow differences,
Observability, bad data detection



Improvements in VAR requirements due to optimization



Detect un-damped grid oscillations that may lead to a blackout
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Improved Congestion management: comparison of the critical stability limited
and voltage limited critical paths to make efficient and informed use of
corridor transfer capacity



Immediate replay of a disturbance that just occurred



Detection of islanding in the grid; assist in re-synchronization ‘Synchrocheck
relay’ for the grid



Research new distribution system applications.



Full system integration with other enterprise systems, such as
EMS/SCADA, DMS, GIS.

Results from this dissertation will help evaluate benefits, develop tools, and
uncover new applications, setting direction for further steps in developing the grid of the
future.
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REACTIVE POWER MARGINS AND VOLTAGE INSTABILITY DEFINITIONS
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Total Power (MVA) consists of Real Power (MW) and Reactive Power (MVAR),
Eq. 1 (square root of sum of the squares)

|MVA| =

√ (MW23phase + MVAR23phase),

(Eq. A1)

Reactive power flow is needed in an alternating-current transmission system to
support the transfer of real power over the network. In the AC power system, the energy
is stored temporarily in the non-linear (inductive and capacitive) elements. The portion
of power flow that is temporarily stored in the form of magnetic or electric fields, due to
inductive and capacitive network elements, and then returned to source, is known as
reactive power.
The general methodology to monitor proximity to voltage instability is based on
representation of the power system as a two-bus equivalent circuit, illustrated in Figure
17 below [26].

Figure 17

Two-bus equivalent circuit

The maximum deliverable power for such a system, under given load power
factor is reached when the absolute values of the Thevenin and load impedance are equal,
i.e.

.
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The Thevenin and load impedance values are not constant, but vary reflecting
changes in the power system operating conditions. It is critical to identify and follow
these changes as they occur.
The condition that the absolute values of the Thevenin and load impedance are
equal can be easily transformed to maximum deliverable power. The most interesting for
control center operators are power margins (MVA, MW, and Mvar). A simple
representation of these margins is the P-Q plane, shown in Figure 18. Two sets of
margins are presented: loading margins, whereby the reactive loading margin,
is of most interest. The active power loading margin is denoted as
of reactive power margins, Q-margin, represented as

. Another set

is shown in Figure 18. It is

related to the known concept of QV-analysis, but in this case, it is computed and tracked
in real-time.
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,

Figure 18

Voltage stability power margins in P-Q plane Loading (∆Qloading) and Qmargin (∆Q )

Definition of calculated reactive power margin in real-time is that it the amount of
reactive power that can be increased from the current operating point before reaching the
voltage stability boundary [26].
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SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM REPRESENTING THE RTDS MODEL DEVELOPED FOR
THE PROOF OF CONCEPT TEST FACILITY USED FOR PMU
PERFORMANCE AND MODELING VALIDATION
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The single line diagram represents a portion of the PG&E 500kV, some parts of
230kV and 115kV system. The model is developed as a frequency dependent network
equivalent using Manitoba HVDC, and then converted to the RTDS. Model validation
process for the single line representation is described as part of the Proof of Concept
section of this dissertation.
The single line shows every terminal is equipped with a physical PMU or virtual
PMU. In some cases, a terminal has both physical and virtual PMUs. Total of 6 physical
and 48 virtual PMUs are used. Physical PMUs. The virtual PMUs are provided as part of
the RTDS system, and were initially tested against the physical PMUs. The single line
diagram also shows that some of the locations, the physical PMUs are maintained in
same location as a virtual PMU for continuous comparison when results of a test maybe
questionable.
For the purpose of validating the analytics within the intent of this dissertation,
the PMU based RTDS model is used for validation of the following Analytics:
1) Distributed State Estimation
2) Reactive Margin Determination
3) Demonstrating the impact of observability for normal switching power system
equipment
4) Demonstrating impact of observability as result of missing some PMU
measurement
5) Impact of delayed fault clearing on system behavior
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Figure 19

Single Line Representation of the RTDS Model Developed for Proof of
Concept
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